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    Should Australia consider bringing back conscription?
Read more
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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        UQ Stories        You can now listen to your favourite Contact stories.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Digital editions        Feeling nostalgic? Revisit our digital editions of Contact. 
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                              UQ Sporting Scholarship recipients on the road to Tokyo


                                  

      UQ has awarded 53 Scholarships worth more than $205,000 to 51 recipients, including Olympic and Paralympic hopefuls and representatives for Australian and Queensland sporting teams.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Stories of resilience pt 2: education, employment, contribute to the community


                                  

      Watch the video about Francis Nona to learn about how he is using the power of education as a tool to close the health gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Brothers combine to improve Indigenous health outcomes


                                  

      Two Indigenous brothers set to study medicine at UQ will draw on their cultural knowledge and life experiences with one shared goal – improving health outcomes in their communities.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Choose to Challenge


                                  

      UQ Vice-Chancellor and President Professor Deborah Terry AO urges everyone to choose to challenge the status quo as we celebrate International Women's Day.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Choose to challenge: International Women's Day 2021


                                  

      Listen to or read a selection of stories from inspirational UQ women, and learn about some of the many UQ initiatives that support women's progress in their professional and personal lives. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Building a better future through culture-led design


                                  

      UQ architecture graduate Georgia Birks, believes landmark moments in history will also inform architectural design for years to come. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Facebook power move


                                  

      What did a news ban achieve and what will a new bargaining code mean for Australia's media landscape?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Remembering Doug Anthony: a giant of Australian politics


                                  

      Australia’s longest-serving deputy prime minister and UQ alumnus Doug Anthony passed away in December last year. As one of Australia’s political giants of the 20th century, his legacy will live on for years to come.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              What does the future hold for urban lifestyles?


                                  

      UQ experts have their say on what the permanent fall-out of the pandemic will be on our business culture and, more broadly, how Brisbane will change?
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    Connecting you with news from UQ's Indigenous community






    


      



  


  
    

    
    
        
      
    

	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.
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Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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